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STRZSSES ?!4ARTHE JTJNCTTJREOF A CLOSED
AN OPEN TORSION H)X AS INFLUENCED
BY BULKHEAD FLEXIBILITY
By Paul Kuhn *d Harold G. Erilmyer
SEMMARY
structure consistin~ of an open box joined to a
box was sub.lected to torsional loadin~. Stress
surveys were m&de First with a stiff bulkhea~ and then
with a flexible one at the discontinuity. The results
were compared with stresses calculated by a previously
published theory, extended in this psper to take into
account the flexibility of the bulkhead at the discon-
tinuity. Tt was found that the stress distribution is
not sensitive to bulkhead stiffness when this stiffness
is large, and the experimental stresses agreed fairly
well with the calculated stresses under such test condi-
tions , When the bulkhead stiffness was small, however,
the calculations bec&me sensitive to errors in estimating
this stiffness; such errors may be c&used, for instance,
by neglecting the effect of rivet deformation. The method
cf calculation is shown in detail for one case.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of stress distribution near discontinul-
ties is fairly well developed for structural members of
compact cross section. It is only slightly developed for
members of the thin-walled stiffened-shell type, however,
because even the basic theories for such members are of
relatively recent origin. The present paper discusses
one of the discontinuity problems frequently arising in
the analysis of the smaller types of military airplane,
namely, the problem of an open box joined to a closed box
end subjected to torsion. The high speeds achieved by
military airplanes dictate wing structuma consisti~. of
closed box-beams, but in the vicinity of the root it often
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becomes necessary to employ an open.box Zn order to permit
retraction of the landing ge.sr.or Insertion of gas tanks
Into the wing. The juncture between the closed and the
open box presents problems in “stress analysis that were
included as special cases in a previous paper on the gen-
eral theory of bending stresses due to torsion (refer-
ence 1). The theory pre+mmted ih reference 1 assmes
that the Wlkheads are perfectly rigid; the error entailed
by this assumption may become appreciable in the case
under discussion here, because tihebuIkhead transferring
torque from a closed tmx to an open one is heavily loaded.
The theory was therefore extended sllghtly to take bulk-
head flexibility into account, end this extension is pre-
sented in appendix A. Tests were r,ade.on a model struc-
ture, first with a very stiff bulkhead and then with a
very flexible one. Comparisons of the experimental
stresses with those calculated by the extended theory are
shcwn. The calculations are given in detail for one case
(ap~endix B).
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SYMF3CLS
length of bay (in combi.n~tion bay, length of
closed box)
width of box
depth of box
length of open box (in combination bay)
thickness of sheet
coefficients defined in reference 1
effective cross-sectlonel area of spar cap
(corner flan.ge)
Young?s modulus of elasticity
shear modulus of elasticity “
torque
force in spar cap at analysis station
,
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0 etress in spar cap
T shear stress in sheet
Subscripts:
b pertaining to horizontal walls
c pertaining to vertical wells
e effective
B pertaining to bulkhead at discontinuity
(juncture between open and closed box)
D located at discontinuity station
GENERAL PISCIJSSIC?J@F TH73PRO?3L5M
If e torque T is ap’>lied at the tlp of a two-spar
winq structure, the transverse force acting on each spar
is T/b (fig. 1) and the ruining shear in the spar web is
Tt=~
bc
(1)
The bendtng moment
increcses linearly
in each spar is zero at the tip and
toward the root.
A box structure absorbs torque by sheer in the walls
(fig. 2); the running shem is constant in all four walls
and is given by the basic formula for a thin-walled torsion
box
T
Tt=—
2bc
(2)
No bending moments exist in such a torque box.
Airplane wings frequently have full-width cut-outs
with no cover or with covers of negligible effectiveness
in carrying stress. The region of the cut-out is there-
fore an open box that acts like a two-spar structure under
~orsional loads (reference 2) . The entire structure is
.
—-
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then a statically indeterminate combination of a box and
a two-spar structure (fig. 3). The presence of the box
struoture constrains the spsrs to deform as shown sche-
matically in figure k(a). The constraint is exerted by
means of forces X
?
acting on the spar flanges and con-
stituting restrain ng moments as shown In figure b(b).
If the box were perfectly rigid, eech spgr would deform
In such a manner that the tangent to Its elastic curve at
the discontinuity station D would remain psrallel to
the corresponding tsngent at the root station R. :vith
spars of constant section, there would be a point of
inflection halfway between the discontinuity station and
the root. The restraining moment at the discontinuity
would be equal and opposite to the bending moment at the
root, and the moments could be computed very easily
because the transverse shem force on esch spar is again
T/b l In an actual box with finite stiffness, the restrain-
ing moment would be less than the moment at the root, and
the point of inflection in the spar would be somewhere
between the discontinuity station and the halfway point.
In the two-spar region of the structure, the entire
torque T is carried by the transverse forces in the
shear webs. In the box region, only one-half of the
torque would bo cerrled hy the shear webs if the bcm were
a free box, as csn be deduced immediately from a compari-
son of fmmulas (1) and (2). At the juncture between the
two regions, therefore, some torque must be transferred
from the shear webs to the covers by the bulkhead. It
might be surmised that. this transfer would be effected in
such a manner thct the torque carried by the shear webs
remains betv,een the two values of T/2 and T. calcu-
lations show, however, that the bulkhead actually ‘overd-
oes its jcb.’~ The running sheer in the cover sheets is
increased beyond the value of T\2bc given by the simple
torsion-box formula (2], and the shear in the webs is
correspondingly below the value of T/2bc instead of
being between this value and the value of T/be that it
has in the two-spar region. The amount of ‘tovershooting!f
may be appreciable when the bulkhead is stiff. ‘flith
increasing distance from tke discontinuity the stress con-
dition defined by formula (2) is approached, provided that
tha box has Intermediate bulkheeds. A qualitative p!cture
of the shear-stress distribution is given by the solid
lines in fixgure 5(a).
A general theory for calculating the stresses in com-
bination structures of the type discussed hero is given in
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reference 1. This theory Is based “on the assumption that
all bulkheads are rigid in their respective planes. The
-. calculat~ons .presented -byJ?&ner-.(ref’erenoe .3)-indioate
that this assumption is sufficiently accywate for practi-
cal purposes if adjacent bays are net too dissimilar. At
a marked discontinuity such as the transition from an open
box to a closed box, however, it may be advisable to take
into account the finite stiffness of the ti~khead. The
theory of reference 1 can be extended quite eeslly to
cover this case, end the result of this extension 1s given
in appendix A.
A qualitative picture of.the stress changes brought
about by increasing the flexibility of the bulkhead may
be had by comparing the short-dash lines with the solld
lines in figure 5. In the cover sheet, the shear stresses
are decreased in the inboard bey md Increased in the out-
bomd bey as indicetsd in figure 5(a). Opposite changes
necessarily take plcce In the shear webs to maintain
equilibrium with the externa?. torque. Figure b(b) indi-
cates tlmt inereascd flexibility of the bulkhead results
in incrersed bending moments at the root, dscreased
bending m.omants at the dlscontfnuity, and a lower rate
of decrease of the bending moments toward the tip.
The theory of reference 1 assumes that the wa].ls of
the box carry only sh=ar end thst longitudinal forces are
a%orbod entlrel:’ by cor.centrated corner flanges or spar
caps. Actually, some of the longitudinal force is
absorbed by the wflls (includlng stringers if they exist).
It 1s nccesscry, therefore, to add to the area of the
actual spar cepa some area equivalent to the walls insofar
as absorption of longitudinal forces Is concerned.
It may also be sdvisable to m~ke some allowance for the
shear stresses Incident to the diffusion of part of the
flange force into the walls. These details are discussed
more fully in the section “Theoretical Calculations” and
in appendix B.
TEST SPFCIMEN AND TEST PROCEDUR3
The test specimen for the first series of tests
(fig. 6] was e 2--T al~l.minum-alloybox structure. The
specimen was symmstrlcal about the plane of the root bulk-
head. Because the structure as well as the losding was
symmetrical about this plane, the spars could.be considered
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to be perfectly fixed at the rout bulkhead. The numbering
of the bays is needed only for the analysls (appendix B]
end ie in accordance with the rules of reference 1. The
bulkheed between bay 1 and bay 2, which is not shown in
detail in figure 6, was of ~-inch-thick steel.
For the first series of tests, the bulkhead at the
1
discontinuity was made of’~-inch-thick steel as shown on
the main drawing of the te~t structure in figure 6. For
the second series of tests, this stiff bulkhead was
replaced by a flexlbl.e one made of 0.016-inch-tblck
aluminum-alloy shest with ve~tlcel stiffeners spaced
5 inches apart. The cross sactlcn of this bulkhead Is
shown in tkleleft upper corner of figure 6.
series of tests,
For the third
the tulkhe~d wes as shawn in the right
lo-~ercorner of figure 6. The bulkhead Itself was the
same -one that was used in tke sccoad series of tests, but
the steel cap angls on to? was removed. The web of the
flexible bulkhead was in a state of cliagond tension under
thq test loads.
For convenience, the thrse different bulkheads will
be ~eferre~ tO es stiff bulk~es~, fl%e~ib~-eb~l~ead with
stiff cep-strip, and flsxible bulkhsad with flexible cap-
strip, respectively. It should be noted tl.atthe so-
called flcxlbl~ csp-str~p was tbeore*ically not suffi-
ciently flexible to csusc nonuniform diagonsl tension,
but it did parmit so~e 10CE1 deformations in the corners
of the ‘mlkhegd because, unlike the steel cep angle, it
was not atteched to the spar ccps.
To?ques were a?plied to the two ends of the structure
by means of cebles and winches. The loads ware measured
by dynamometers &ccur&te to about 1/2 percent. The strain
measurements were m~de with !lWckerman strain gages. Two-
inch gaps were used except on the cover sheets in the
sheet bays adjacent to the corner flsnges, where one-inch
geges were used. Readings were taken 8t zero .md at four
eq’~elly sp&ced loeds. Lost!-str&tn plots v:ereReds, and
the readings were rcjectcd If it wes not possible to draw
e streight line through the four noints ts.kenunder lead
or If such a straight line missed the orlgln by more than
200 psi. The strains were converted to stresses byuae oftlae
values Of E s 10.6 X 103 ksf and G = 4.0 X 103 ksl
recommended in refercncs 4. The skmar stresses in the
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sheet were determined from two sets of gage readings at
45° and135°, respectively, to the axis of the structure.
. . .
THEC!RETICAL CALCULATIONS
The theoretical calculations were based on the method
given in reference 1 for calculating bending stresses due
to torsion. The slight modifications of the formulas that
are necessary to tske into account the flexibility of the
bulkhead at the discontinuity are given In appendix A.
The details of the calculation for the structure with the
flexible bulkhead are given In appendix B. This calcula-
tion applies to the second and tbe third series of tests,
because the only change made in the structure - removal
of the steel cap angle on the bulkhead - theoretically
did not increase the flexibility cf the bulkhead. The cal-
culations for the first series of tests differ from thosa
shown only in tb.omagnitude of the terms involving the
bulkhead thiclmess.
The theory assumes that the walls csrry only shear
stresses, and thet longitudinal stresses aro absorbed .
by concentr~ted corner flanges or spar caps. The shear
webs, the cover sheets, and the stringers must therefore
be replaced by equivalent concentrated corner flanges for
purposes of calculation. @n the assumption that the
chordwise distribution of the longitudinal stresses in a
wall Is lineer, the equivalent erea 1s one-sixth of the
actual area of tF.ewall (reference 2) . This theoretical
coefficient of 1/6 was considered sufficiently accurate
to obtain the concentrated corner flanges equivalent to
the shear webs.
For the cover sheets with their stringers, the theo-
retical coefficient 1/6 was considered not sufficiently
accurate, chiefly because the length-width ratio was quite
small. For the continuous bottom cover, includlng o
stringers, the equivalent area wss estimsted from stress
measurements by two methods. The first method consisted
in obtelning an experimental stress distribution across
the cover at a station close to the discontinuity; the
equivalent area was then computed from the integrated
moment of these experimental stresses. The second method
consisted in comparing the stress in the free spar cap
with that in the spar cap attached to the cover at a
number of stations in the open-box regicn. The first
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method gave a coefficient of about 1/15, and the second
method gave an average coefficient of sllghtly more than
1/20 l Because the second method was based on a much
larger number of measurements, more weight was given to
it than to the first method, and a round value of 1/20
was used.
At the intermediate bulkhesd, the equivalent flange
ares of the discontinuous (top) cover might be assumed to
equal that of the continuous cover; toward the two ends
of the cover it drops to zero. The averaFe equivalent
area was therefore sm~ll and was neglected in the general
calcul~tlons. The equivalent area of the discontl.nuous
cover is needed, however, to calculate the local correction
to the shear stress caused by the diffusion of part of the
flange force into the cover near the discontinuity. (See
appendix B.)
As a result of the assumptions made, the area A of
each corner flange was ccnstant from tip to root, but
there were two difi’erent values of area - one for the
flanges on the side cf the contimous cover and one for
the flanges on the side of the discontinuous cover. The
individual flenge arees were used for computing the
stresses from the forces In the flanges, but the average
of all the flange aress was used in the computation of
the coefficients p, q, and w (appendix A). This procedure
was necessary because the theory assumes all the flanges
to be equal; it should entail no serious error because
the two Individual values did not differ .g~eatlyfrom each
other, and trial calculations showed that large chan~es in
the fiea A produced only
forces.
TZST RESULTS
small changes in tfieflan~e
AND DISCUSSION
The spanwise distribution of the sheer stresses In
the shear webs 1s shown in fi~e 7. The m,easuremonts were
taken in the first series of tests (stiff bulkhead); in
the other two series, measurements on the shear webs were
taken only in the box region. In the open box, the
stresses were calculated by formula (1), by USIW for c the
distance between centrolds of the spm caps. The calcu-
lations for the region of the closed box were made as indi-
cated in appendix B. As mentioned in the general di.s-
cusslon of the problem, the stress in the shear wob just
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outboard of the discontinuity Is much lower than would be
.. oaloula-ted from the,simple’.t.orsiog~9r,pul-q(,2)for.a free-
torsion box. In view,of the small magnitude of the
stresses, the agreement between calculated and experi-
mental web shear stresses may be considered quite satis-
factory.
The spar-cap stresses measured in the first and “
second series of tests are shown in figures 8 and 9,
respectively. In the third series, measurements were
taken only in the vicinity of the discontinuity; they
agreed very closely with those taken in the second series
and consequently are not shown. On the top spar caps,
the stresses are influenced by lateral bending (reference 2)
in the vicinity of the discontinuity and of the root.
These lateral bending stresses account fcr the pronounced
difference between the stresses in the median fiber snd
those in the outermost fiber just outboard of’the dlscon-
tlnuity. The median fiber stresses were obtained by
averaging the stresses on the outerwost snd the innermost
fibers; theoretically, therefore, the effect of lateral
bending was eliminated from the experimental stresses
shown, but the investigation of lsteral bending on these
spar caps (reference 2) showed that the elimination may
be incomplete becsuse the caps do not act as integrel
units. In order to evoid confusion, no calculations for
lateral bending are shown, bl~tit might be well to point
out that, with the flexible bulkhead, the stress in the
innermost fiber (not shown] at the discontinuity is nearly
equal to the stress in the median fiber at the root.
On the whole, the agreement between calculated and
experimental spar-cap stresses may be considered satisfac-
tory except on the top caps in the structure with the
flexible bulkhecd.
The shear stresses measursd in the box part of the
structure are shown in figures 10, 11, and 12. Running
sheers are shown ratk.er than shear stresses because the
scsle is so small that the stresses in the shear web would
be difficult to compare. As was to be expected, the
stresses measured in the structu~e with the flexible bulk-
head were almost identical,with the stiff cap-strip
(fig. 11) or the flexible can-strip (fig. 12). The only
exceptions were the she&r stresses In the corners of the
discontinuous cover adjacent to the discontinuity. AS
indicated by the question marks beside the plotted points,
however, these values are considered questionable in both
— —
—
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series of tests beceuse It is believed that they were
probably falsified by buckling of the cover sheet, which
was induced by the pull of the diagonal-tension field in
the bulkhead. The check of static equilibrium between the
shear force in the discontinuous cover and the shear force
in the continuous cover for the station next to the bulk-
head showed that the internal force in the discontinuous
cover was abo~lt10 percent too high for figure 11 as well
as for figure 12. In figure 10, where no buckling took
plsce, the same check showed an error of less than 0.2 per-
cent. At all other stations in the three series of tests,
the error in the stetic check was less than 1 percent
exce t at the tip station in figure 12, where the error “
was R percent. When the points marked by question”marks
were discarded and the straight-line extrapolation from
the two adjacent points was used, the error was reduced
from,10 percent to about 5 percent. The high shesr
stresses in the corners are therefore probably spurious.
Direct evidence of f’&lsification of measured stresses
due to buckling was found on the web shears adjacent to
the flexible bulkhead; these shears are omitted in
figures 11 and 12 for this reason. The load-strain curves
for these stations did net show a constcnt rate of change
of strain with load, but a decreasing rate and finally a
reversal. The effect was particularly pronounced on the
two gage stations adjacent to those corners of the box
where the tension diagonals of the bulkhead terminated.
A Graphic presentation of the experimental stresses
for all three test series is given in figure 13. In order
to si~lify the picture, fair6d curves are shown rather
than individual measurements. The points marked with ques-
tion marks in fi.~es 11 and 12 were disregarded here.
With the stiff bulkhead, the shears in the cover sheets
of the bay adjacent to the discontinuity were considerably
higher than the basic shear T/2bc; in the tip bay, the
cover shears were lower but were still higher than the
basic shear. ;Vith the flexible bulkhead, the shears in
the cover of the bay adjacent to the discontinuity were
reduced to an average value not much higher then the b~sic
shear, but the shears in the tip bay were much higher than
the basic shear.
A close comparison of ‘experimental and calculated
stresses in figures 10, 11, and 12 is somewhat difficult
because the simple theory used gives uniform chordwise
distributions (except on the discontinuous cover near the
NA.OAARR No. L5G18 11
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discontinuity), whereas the actual chordwise distributions
tend to be variable. In order to overcome this difficulty,
dlioi+dwlseaverages of the stresses were computed for.6ach
cover and for each station. Beoause these chordwlse aver-
ages of the stresses differ from the internal forces only
by a constant, the statements made above concerning the
closeness of the static checks apply again. In view of
these good static checks it was considered not worthwhile “
to give the Individual stresses, and only the experimental
averages for each bay were Included in the final tabula-
tion presented in table 1.
Two sets of calculated stresses are shown in table 1.
The first set is based on a bulkhead shear stiffness Get
equal to 100 percent of the calculated stiffness; the
second set is based on a stiffness equal to 70 percent of
the calculated value. The second set was computed because
a comparison of the ratios of experimental to calculated
stresses for the first set indicated systematic differences
of such a nature that the assumption of greater bulkhead
flexibilit~ would gtve better agreement. It will be noted
that the improvement WES insignificant for the stiff bulk-
head but was appreciable for the flexible one; th&t is,
the calculations were sensitive to “oulkhead stiffness when
the stiffness was small. Failure to achieve the full cal-
culated stiffness may be attributed to rivet defcmmation
and locel deformation of the bulkhead In the corner. In
~11 the tests, the apeernent between experimental and cal-
culated stresses was better for the bay adjecent to the
discontinuity than for the tip bay. In the bay next to
the discontinuity, agreement wes good with the stiff bulk- .
heed; with the flexible bulkhead good Ggreement apparently
depended on a correct estimate of bulkk.eadstiffness.
The experimental shear stresses in the cover were
changed by more thsn 20 percent by substituting a flexible
bulkhe&d for the originel stiff bulkhe~d. This large
chmge ind:cstas clearly that the strees anslysis should
take tinelx~lkheadflexibility into account. Failura to
achieve good e~~eement between theory ahd experiment in
th6 tip “~a~can probably be attributed to the fact that
the un.eccour:t~%leeff~cts menticned - rivet deformation
and lcc.d dc~orm&tion of tka bui’khead - were accentuated
at the tip bulkhead where tha torque was introduced in
tha form of concentrated forcas.
.— .
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CONCLUSIONS
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The
data and
near the
1.
following conclusions were drawn, from the test
the calculated results, concerning the stresses
juncture of & closed with an open torsfon box:
The measured stresses in the vicinity of the dis-
continuity agree satisfactorily with the calc~lsted
stresses provided the bulkhead at the discontinuity is
stiff. If the bulkhead Is flexible, close agreement can
be achieved only if the effective shear stiffness of the
bulkhead can be estim&ted correctly.
2. If the bulkhead stiffness is vssied between some-
what wider llmlts than awe likely to be found in actual
construction, the shesr stresses in the cover may change
by more than 20 percent.
3. The chm?d”lise dlstri-m~.tionof the shear stresses
is nore ~sriable them can be explained by the simple
theory presented here.
Lan@ey Memorial #ercnal~ticalLaboratory
National Advisory Cormittee for Aeronautics
Lengley Field, Va.
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APp~I~ A
. . . . . .
FORMULAS FOR CO?4BINATION BAYS WITH FLEXIBLE BULKHEADS
The sheer stress in the tilkhead et the juncture
between the open and the closed box pert of a combination
bay (reference 2) can be obtained by noting that the m
running sheer acting on the bulkhead equals the running
sheer in the cover sheet terminating at the bulkhead, or
TBtB = T#b
The value of TB obtained in this manner may be used to
add terms representating the energy in the bulkhead in the
derivations given in reference 1.,with the followin8
results:
(1) Zn the formules for wsrping WOT or wiT
(formulas (49), (50), (56), end (57) of reference
T
1.6~tBG
where tm is the thickness of the b~~lkhepd. For
1“),add
a com-
bination”bay of type II (see reference l],which is the
case discussed in this peaer,
(2] In the formulas for coefficients p end q
(formulas (23) end (27) of’reference 1), add
bc
16a2t9G
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For Instance
The corrected form for p must be used In formula (!@)
of reference 1; similarly, the corrected forms for p and
q must be used In formules (49), (50), (56), and (57) for
warping.
.
The corrected formulas apply only to bays having no
intermediate ribs (assumption A of reference 1). For bays
with closely spaced intermediate ribs (assumption B of
reference l), it would obviously be pointless to attempt
to take into account the flexibility of the first bulkhead
as long as the intermediate ribs are assumed to be rigid,
as was done in reference 1. If the intermediate ribs are
assumed to be flexible, 611 the formulas become more com-
pllcsted, and it Is believed that the gain in accuracy is
too small to justify the added complications in most prac-
tical cases.
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APPENDIX B
—..- —-
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF TEST STRUCTURE
WITH FLEXI~E BULKHEAD
Basic Data
As an example of the method of analysis, the stresses
are analyzed near the juncture of a closed and an open
torsion box like the test specimen discussed in the pres-
ent paper. The case considered is that of the flexible
bulkhead. Number subscripts 1 and 2 refer to bays or
stations, numbered by the convention of reference 1. Bays
are numbered as shown in figure 6. Station 1 is between
bay 1 and bay 2; station 2 is the root. The basic data
followt
al = a2 =281n. b=~5in. c=lOin. d=56in.
tb = 0.040 in. tc = O.OK. in.
T = 4.6.8In.-kips
G
– = 0s3?? (from Vall=s Of G ~d E used to convertE
strains to stressns)
Estimated effective shear modulus of bulkhesd in diagonal
tension Ge = 0.62G
Effective thickness of bulkhead t~ = 0.62 x 0.016
= 0.010 in.
Cross-secticnal area of actual corner flanges (two angles]
= 0.470 sq in.
Equivalent flan~e area contributed by shear web = ~. x 0.81
= 0.135 sq in. 6
Total effective area of top flanges =
= 0.605 sq in.
0.470 + 0.135
.
Equivalent flange area contributed by bottom cover
~ X 3.25
= 20
= 0.163 sq in.
— -—
—. --—
16 NACA
Total effective area of bottom flenges
= 0.470 + 0.135 + 0.163 = o.76~ Sq in.”
Average effective flange area = ~ (0.605 +
S 0.687 sq in.
Calculation of Coefficients
Mu? No. L5G18
0.768?
The coefficients listed herein are calculated as
indicated In appendix A by the formules of reference 1.
The formulas ere used here In the modified form suggested
in reference 1 for numerical work. The modification con-
sists in mu?.tiplyl~g through by G; the factor l/G then
disappears and the factor l/E IS replaced by G/E. The
coefficients sre
PI = ()aG+lb —+9G x t~ tc
( )
Z!ZQZZ+2_JQ_+JQ_
3xG.6S7 8x28 0.040 0.081
5.1]1+ 5.57 = 10.71
6x0.6E17 8x28 \o.040 0.084/)
=
P2 =
-2.57 + 5.57 = 3.00
()
aG+~l+L +L
3A?Z ~a tb tc 16a2tB
,X23 (%+%)
~+~
3x0.687
5*14 + 5.57 + 3.59 = 14.30
+ 45Xlo
16X(28)2X0.010
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.
().AQ+L A+& ++_6AE “ .~a.tb.,tc . 16a, tB .,. . .. . .
-2.57 + 5.57 + 3.59 = 6.59
p2+!#
14.30 + *
l
14.50 + 30.82 = 45.12
()
Tbc
—.
8bc tb - ~
T
(
45 10
‘)
.—
8X45X1O 0.040 0.061
o.278T = 15.02
*(:-:)+%+*
o.278T + 6.59 ~ + ~
45X1(I 16X28XO.O1O
0.278T + o.820T
1.321T = 61.82
()Tbc+—— .—8bc tb tc
+ o.223T
Td Td2G + T
P2~+— —
2bcAE 16atB
0.278T + 14.30 ~ + ‘x(56)2x0*377 + 0.223T
45X1O 2X45X1OXO.687
o.278T + 1.779T + 1.918T + o.223T
4.198T = 196.)+9
1
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Calculation of X-Forces
Eecause the structure being analyzed hss only two
bays, the equations for the X-forces can be obt&ined by
sinply substituting m = 2 into equations (62) and (63]
of reference 1:
Substitution of t~e numerical values gives
-25.01Y1 + 6.59x2 = -13.02 + 61.82 = 48.80
6.59x1 - 45.12X2 = -196.49
The solution of these equations is
xl =
-0.837 kips
‘2 = 4.233 kins.
The X-force at the discontinuity is
= 4.23z - 5.824 = -1.591 kips
Calculation of Stresses
The stresses In the top flanges are
ul=-
0.e37
= -1.40 ksi
0.605
02 = ~ = 7.oo ksi
l
~D=. k52 = -2.63 ksi
0.605
-.
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The running shears in the cover sheet are obtained by the
application of formulas (6) end (7) of reference I as
. . .. , ...., -.+, ...%.
xl(Tt)p.z +-&
.- ‘D+xl + ~(Tt)2 ~a
2bc
or numerically
-*+U(Tt)l ‘- 2X28
2*5x1o
= 0.0149 + 0.0520 =0.0669 kips/in.
(Tt)2= *QZ + 0m0520
= 0.0135 + 0.0520 = 0.0655 k@s/’in.
The shetirstress
Is
T2 =
Correction to
in the cover adjecent to the discontinuity
Shear Stress in Discontinuous Cover
At the inboard end of the discontinuous cover, the
flange force X is introduced in concentrated form at the
corner flange. The maximum shear stress in the adjacent
sheet, caused by diffusing psrt of this force into the
corner, may be calculated by formula (A-2) of reference 5.
For large values of KL, this formula may be simplified to
XK~
‘max = —U*
where the shear-lag parameter K is defined by
.—
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The symbols appearing in these two expressions apply
directly to the properties of an idealized panel. The
relations between idealized panels and actual flat panels
have been established empirically (reference 6), but there
is some doubt about the details of’extending these rela-
tions to the case under consideration here, where the
force X is applied to the corner flan~e of a box. For
a wide shallow box, such as the test box, the following
interpretation of the symbols is believes to be reasonable:
effective cross-sectional area Or Qorner flange
including actual corner engles snd equivalent area
contributed by adjacent shear web
equivalent arec contributed to corner flange by dis-
continuous cover end its stringers
sumof A and A
L
substitute wtdth (b~)
thickness of cover sheet
Youngls modulus of elasticity
shear modulus cf elasticity
Substitution of the numerical values then gives
/
——
/
K =1 “(0.3’77X0.040 1 111.25 )— = om~oz0.605 + 0.163
and
1.~91x0.102x0.163 = (J865 ksi
Tn= =
0.04cx0.768 “.
The sheer associated w!th the diffusion of Xn into the
cover and stringers must be distributed ~n su~k a w&y
that it does not change the avera~e transverse shesr force.
It wes assumed that this ehe~~ is tiistrihuted paz-abol!cally
over the width of the cover, and 0.67Tmu was added to T2
to o15talnthe final sheer stress in the cornors while
“ o.53Tm= was subtracted from 72 to obtain the shear
stress at the center line of the ccver sb.eet.
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In view of the uncertainty in determining ~, bS,
and the chcrdwise distribution of the shear correction,
the method given must be considered as purely tentative.
.
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COMPARISON OF EXPEW?.~& AND CALOULATED
SHF..RSTR~SFS (PSI) IF CLOSED-~X
PART OF STRUCTURE
Bay 1 aBay .2
Shear stress (outboard bay) (inboard hey)
Cover ear web
Stiff bulkhead
&perlmental
&
I 87 58
L
195
i
304
Calculated 5 5 200 294
~erimental/caloul ated 1.113 0.928 09974 1.034
Experimental/calculatedl’%
Calculatedc 578 19 8
L
297
I
. (3.931 0.9 1.023
Flexible bulkhead, stiff cap-strip
Experimental 18@
Lz
78
k
1 77
z
38
cslculatedb 1674 5 1 37 76
~erlment al/cslculated 1 l 100 0. .0.902 1.129
Calculated
z
17 6 417 15* 536
Experimental~calculated 1.0 9 0.907 0 .97~ 1.002
Flexible bulkhead, flexible cap-strip
Experimental
Calculatedb :%$ *OH og Jz
Experimental/calculated 1.150
Calculatedc 1756 417 1514 536
Experimental/calculated 1.098 0.931 0.955 1.091
aExperimental stresses for bay 2 are average of 2 stations.
bBul.kheadstiffness considered 100 percent of calculated
value.
cBulkhead stiffness considered 70 percent of calculated
value.
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